
Y-piece for efficient  
LNG bunkering

Refuel your ship with liquefied natural 
gas at twice the capacity in the same 
time as normal truck-to-ship bunkering  
by attaching two tank trailers simultane-
ously. This becomes possible with KC 
LNG's Y-piece for LNG marine bunkering.

The Y-piece is designed to work as an adapter that 
splits your fuel connection into two, allowing you  
to transfer fuel from double the amount of tank 
trailers. This is not limited to only two trailers: if 
you add a second Y-piece, the potential amount  
of tank trailers increases to four, cutting your 
bunkering time down to 25%.

With the Y-piece's lightweight design, it is a high ly 
mobile solution. It weighs so little that it can be 
hand-lifted by just two crewmembers and trans-
ported on a standard trailer without the need for 
special machinery. 

In order to make it as easy and widely applicable 
as possible, we have designed our Y-piece to fit 
any type of tank trailer. No matter what your 
trailers look like, connecting them to the Y-piece 
will be a simple matter. Its shut-off valves and 
purging system make it possible to disconnect and 
change trailers during the filling operation, so your 
bunkering never has to stand still before it is 
completed.

In short, the Y-piece is an easy, flexible and safe 
way to greatly increase the efficiency of your LNG 
bunkering process.

Key features

• Bunkering directly from two trailers

• Interchangeable trailers during bunkering

• 40-120 m3/h bunkering flow

• Universal solution that enables different trailer 
designs

• Fully movable bunkering solution due to the 
compact and lightweight design

• Y-shaped for optimised flow

• High safety level

• Can be expanded to fit four tank trailers



KC LNG is a Kosan Crisplant division 
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Y-piece for efficient  
LNG bunkering

Kosan Crisplant is a project-oriented corporation supplying equipment, plants and systems for filling and maintenance of  
LPG cylinders and offering after-sales and engineering services, facility management, and a one-stop shop for gas equipment 
including equipment for ammonia and cryogenic gasses. Since 1951, Kosan Crisplant has supplied 2650 LPG plants in more 
than 130 countries all over the world. Profiting from more than 65 years of experience in the gas business, Kosan Crisplant  
has also entered the market for small-scale LNG projects. Kosan Crisplant is part of

NIJMAN/ZEETANK International Logistic Group : 
"KC LNG's Y-piece has been a game changer for us. It has drastically increased the efficiency of our LNG bunkering process,  
and it was very easy to install and use. We have already performed several bunker operations and are quickly accustomed to  
working easily and safely with the new equipment. The professional assistance from KC LNG has only made the experience better." 
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